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Presentation Notes
Hello. My name is Marilyn Gray. I’m the director of the UCLA GWC. Welcome to our online workshop video, which covers various resources and supports for graduate students during the thesis writing process. We will discuss writing groups in detail, and then we will discuss some other resources.



Outline of Workshop

• Writing Group Types (00:56)
• Writing Group Best Practices (04:45)
• Feedback Best Practices (11:30)
• Graduate Writing Center Resources (14:15)
• Wellness Resources (17:00)
• Other Tips and Suggestions (18:55)
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Presentation Notes
I will first discuss different types of writing groups. Then I’ll talk about effective ways to set up and run writing groups. Finally, I’ll cover some resources available for thesis and dissertation writers, including GWC resources, wellness resources, and some other resources.



Writing Group Types
3 Basic Types:

1) Support/accountability groups
2) Groups that write together
3) Peer review groups

4) Hybrid Groups
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[clip last 2 seconds]There are 3 basic types of writing groups. Support and accountability groups, groups that meet together to write, and peer review groups. I’ll discuss these in more detail in the next few slides. You can also combine elements of more than one of these types to have a hybrid structure.  Simpson, S. (2013). Building for sustainability: Doctoral dissertation, Dissertation boot camp as a nexus of graduate writing support. Praxis: A Writing Center Journal, 10.2. (http://www.praxisuwc.com/simpson-102) 



Support/Accountability Groups
Basic Components
• Regular (weekly) meeting
• Check in about progress
• Discuss current work
• Discuss goals for the next week

UCLA Counseling Center Groups
• Contact the Center (CAPS)
• Clinician led
• Short interview to participate
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For support and accountability groups, the main purpose is to check in regularly about progress. You would meet regularly, often weekly, to discuss how your writing is going. This type of group focuses on goal-setting and monitoring progress towards goals from week to week.At UCLA, the Counseling Center has support groups for dissertation writers that generally follow this format and are led by clinicians. To participate, you would need to contact CAPS and to have a brief interview with one of the group facilitators. 



Groups that Write Together
Basic Components
• Regular meeting (weekly, biweekly, monthly)
• Specific time and location
• Most of the time spent writing/working
• Protocols for communication among members

UCLA Options
• Reserve rooms at one of the libraries
• UCLA or GWC led options
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The next type of group is the kind that writes together. The main purpose of this type of group is for members to come together at a set time and place to write for the duration. In some ways this type of group also provides support and accountability, but you are actually doing the writing work at the time of the meeting instead of outside of it. Writing groups of this structure can have different lengths and frequencies. For example, you could meet regularly for couple hours at a time, or you could meet less frequently but spend half a day or a full day together. It’s completely up to the group.At UCLA, some of the libraries like Powell and the Young Research Library, have nice study rooms that students can reserve. The Graduate Writing Center sometimes organizes retreats that bring people to write. The libraries and other UCLA departments sometimes organize writing events as well. 



Peer Review Group Pros + Cons
Benefits of Peer Review Groups
• Accountability
• Regular feedback 
• Social support
• Socialization 

Challenges
• Establishing protocols
• Maintaining commitment
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Of the different types of groups, peer review groups are the most challenging to run, but they are also potentially the most rewarding.The provide accountability by specifically expecting members to regularly produce writing and share it for feedback. Regular feedback helps the writer make progress and improves the clarity of the writingAll of these groups provide a form of social support, which is better than being isolated in the writing process. Peer review groups additional provide socialization. They help members become accustomed to giving and receiving constructive feedback, which is very important for academic writing. Members learn from each other by regularly reading and discussing their works in progress.



Setting Up and Running Groups
Membership

• 3 – 8 people and size considerations
• Similar fields, but maybe not too close
• Similarity of stage
• Similarity of document
• Minimum period of commitment
• Adding members
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For any of the types of writing groups, you will need to think through the following considerations. For membership, we recommend 3 to 8 members. It might be easier to have just 3-4 members if you are running a peer review group where everyone will share writing each time. However, if you rotate sharing writing, or you are doing the support or writing together formats, then you could accommodate more member, maybe even more than 8. For peer review groups, you should consider the similarity of fields among members. Being in the same field or sub-field may be helpful for understanding each other’s work. In some cases, though, it may be better for members not to be doing research that is too closely related. It can be helpful to have people with some distance giving you feedback. 



Setting Up and Running Groups
Meetings Time, Place, and Schedule

• Set meeting place
• Set meeting time and length
• Schedule one quarter at a time
• Procedures for notifying of absence
• Procedures for changing schedule
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Writing group success often relies on good organization and logistics. While a group could have some flexibility in meeting places and times, a consistent schedule will probably be more successful and help the group stick together. It’s also really important to stick to the agreed upon length of the meeting and not run over. Try to schedule meetings for one quarter at a time, or at least far enough in advance to establish commitment. There should also be protocols for notifying members of absences or schedule changes if they become necessary. Agree on some protocols when you initially organize your writing group to avoid communication issues later. 



Setting Up and Running Groups
Meeting Roles

• Scheduling
• Reserving space
• Email reminders
• Time-keeping at meetings
• Printing copies
• Other tasks or duties
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It is helpful for writing groups to define some roles and make sure specific tasks and responsibilities are covered. Some of the responsibilities that could be overseen by an organizer, or shared among members, include scheduling, reserving space, email reminders, time-keeping at meetings, as well as other tasks. If you are doing the peer review group, someone could be in charge of printing materials, or each person could be responsible for bringing their own. Try to specify procedures when you first organize your writing group. 



Peer Review Group Set Up
Meeting Structure

• Establish protocols for sharing writing
• How many present each time
• How much writing each time
• When to send writing

• Structure for giving feedback
• Turn-taking or free-form
• Time limits

• Time to socialize (before or after)
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Now I’m going to go into some additional detail for peer review groups. For peer review groups, there need to be procedures for sharing writing. You need to decide whether everyone will present at each meeting or whether you will take turns. You also want to establish how many pages is appropriate, perhaps with a minimum and maximum limit. The group also needs to have a deadline for sharing writing if people are going to read each other’s work before the meeting. Or, you could all set aside the first part of the meeting for reading if that’s easier. Either way, it just needs to be clear and followed by members. When the group gives feedback on writing, there also needs to be structure. Do you want each reader to take turns giving their feedback to the writer, or do you want it to be more freeform. How much time do you want to allocate for each writer to receive feedback. You may need to make adjustments if your initial schedule ends up not working, but you should also try to follow a schedule and not let meetings run long.Finally, if the group members are friends or want to socialize as well, allocate some time before or after the meeting. Be careful not to let off topic conversation taking time away from what you came to do.  



Peer Review Group Set Up
Meeting Rules & Responsibilities

• Deadline for sharing writing
• Minimum and maximum pages
• Guidelines for feedback (oral, written)
• Legitimate excuse for missing meeting
• Attend when not presenting
• Confidentiality
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I’ve already mentioned the importance of having a deadline for sending writing to other members of the group if they’re going to read ahead of time, as well as having a minimum and maximum page limit. We discussed how there should be some structure to giving feedback as well, which was mainly referring to giving oral feedback during the meeting. I recommend relying primarily on oral feedback, but some written feedback can be helpful to remember your impressions when you read the draft. However, I don’t recommend writing a lot of edits or long comments. There could be some discussion about how much written feedback to give so that you don’t have one member doing a lot and another doing very little. Try to have people doing approximately the same amount of feedback. 



Peer Review Group Set Up
Meeting Rules & Responsibilities

• Deadline for sharing writing
• Minimum and maximum pages
• Guidelines for feedback (oral, written)
• Legitimate excuse for missing meeting
• Attend when not presenting
• Confidentiality
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If you do a rotation format, then you should still attend when not presenting in order to give the others feedback. If people don’t fully participate, the group will definitely not stick together. It’s also important to discuss what happens if someone needs to miss. Legitimate reasons could be sickness or conference travel. If people miss because they’re busy, then that will become a challenge for the group to maintain momentum. At a certain point it has to be a commitment even when you’re busy to make it work. Finally, group members should agree not to discuss each other’s work outside of the group. Confidentiality will make people feel more comfortable sharing writing and discussing challenges.



Feedback Best Practices
Preparing for feedback

• Tell others what kind of feedback you want
• Take notes but be efficient
• Pay attention to what you like
• Write a summary statement of impressions
• Organize feedback from big to small issues
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Now let’s talk specifically about the best ways to give and receive feedback on writing. First you prepare for feedback. If you’re the writer, it’s completely appropriate to let your group members know where you are in the process or writing and what kind of feedback would be most helpful at this time. When you are preparing feedback on someone else’s writing, make marks on the paper and take a few notes, but try to be efficient. Also, pay attention to what you like as well as what could use some revision. When you reach the end of the draft, write a summary statement of impressions while they are fresh in your mind. Just a few sentences is probably enough. When you offer feedback, it’s a good idea to work from the bigger picture issues to the smaller ones. Sometimes the writer may need to rework a conceptual issue, so it’s not even worth giving sentence and word level suggestions. 



Feedback Best Practices
Giving Constructive Feedback

• Start with the positives
• Speak as a reader “when I read this passage, 

I wondered about the connection...”
• Ask questions for clarification “What do you 

mean by this statement…How does this 
passage relate to the argument?”

• Be specific
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When giving feedback, start with the positives and remember to let the writer know what’s working in addition to what could be improved or clarified. When you offer constructive criticism, speak as a reader. Say things like “when I read this passage, I am wondering how you make the connection between A and B”. You can also ask questions for clarification that help the writer see when passages are not clear. You could ask the writer to clarify a passage or to relate a passage to a larger claim. When you give feedback, try to be as specific as possible. 



Feedback Best Practices
Receiving Feedback Constructively

• Accept compliments
• Try not to be defensive
• Keep track of feedback (possibly record)
• Listen to feedback before responding
• If you don’t agree with feedback, try to 

understand how the reader got confused
• Ask clarifying questions
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I also have some suggestions for receiving feedback. First of all, accept compliments when they are given. When criticisms are given try not to be defensive. In some of our writing groups, we have a rule that the writer is not supposed to talk while the others are giving feedback. This practice is good at forcing the writer into listening mode rather than responding to every piece of feedback. Of course, if the writer doesn’t understand feedback, then they should ask for clarification. However, it’s better to listen as much as possible before responding. Remember that you don’t have to agree with or implement the feedback. Sometimes the most valuable information is to see that something wasn’t clear to the reader and that the reader got off track. Then you as the writer can work on clarifying that passage or that issue in the way you consider best even if it’s totally different from what was suggested. 



Graduate Writing Center Resources

• Writing Appointments
https://gwc.gsrc.ucla.edu/Appointments

• In-Person Workshops
https://gwc.gsrc.ucla.edu/Workshops

• Workshop Videos
https://gwc.gsrc.ucla.edu/workshop_videos

• Writing Group Support
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We also have a growing number of workshop videos on our website. They don’t have the activities and discussions of a live workshop, but they include most of the workshop’s information. Finally, we have some writing group support. We help graduate students who self organize groups or we sometimes run facilitated groups related to our dissertation programs. The structure of this support is evolving, so check our website or contact our office if you’d like to know what we currently offer.

https://gwc.gsrc.ucla.edu/Appointments
https://gwc.gsrc.ucla.edu/Workshops
https://gwc.gsrc.ucla.edu/workshop_videos


Graduate Writing Center Resources

• Thesis/Dissertation Support
https://gwc.gsrc.ucla.edu/Programs

• Master’s Thesis Support
• Mentoring Program (Humanities & Social Sciences)
• STEM Thesis Writing Retreat

• Dissertation Programs
• Humanities Prospectus, Dissertation
• Social Science Proposal, Dissertation
• STEM Proposal Workshop, Dissertation Retreat
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In addition to appointments, workshops, and some writing group support, we also have a number of thesis and dissertation programs. At the master’s thesis level, and we include client projects or other capstone projects with writing components, we have a mentoring program for humanities and social science graduate students. For STEM graduate students, we have thesis writing retreats, which are currently offered in spring break and summer. At the dissertation level, we have 6-week boot camps that are structured like a short, which are offered in the summer. The boot camps are mainly for humanities and social sciences, with separate programs for the proposal or prospectus stage. We have a 4-day writing retreat with workshops for STEM graduate students who are working on theses or dissertations, or are working on article manuscripts towards their dissertation. See our website for the specific schedule. 

https://gwc.gsrc.ucla.edu/Programs


Wellness Resources

• UCLA Counseling Center
https://www.counseling.ucla.edu/
https://www.counseling.ucla.edu/services/group-treatment

• UCLA Resilience Programs
https://www.resilience.ucla.edu/

• UCLA Healthy Campus Initiative
https://mindwell.healthy.ucla.edu/resources/sleep-well/
https://healthy.ucla.edu/events/
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OK, now I’m shifting to talk about wellness and wellness resources. UCLA has strong wellness programming and mental health services. If you are facing anxiety or depression or other mental health challenges, which are common in graduate school, please reach out to the counseling center for help. As mentioned earlier, there are a variety of support groups, including one for dissertation writers, so please see the links in the slide for more information.UCLA also has a new and growing resilience program for all UCLA students. They have interesting wellness and resilience programs on a variety of issues, so I encourage you to check out their website and subscribe to their newsletter. The UCLA Healthy Campus Initiative is an ambitious initiative of the university to support the physical and mental health of the campus community. I have included the link to their events calendar and to their resources on sleep, which is also a common problem in graduate school. You can find out more about the healthy campus initiative on their website.

https://www.counseling.ucla.edu/
https://www.counseling.ucla.edu/services/group-treatment
https://www.resilience.ucla.edu/
https://mindwell.healthy.ucla.edu/resources/sleep-well/
https://healthy.ucla.edu/events/


Wellness Resources

• UCLA Mindful Awareness Research Center
https://www.uclahealth.org/marc/
https://www.uclahealth.org/marc/classes
https://www.uclahealth.org/marc/day-longs
https://www.uclahealth.org/marc/free-drop-in-meditation

• UCLA Free Meditations Online
https://www.uclahealth.org/marc/audio

• UCLA Mindful App
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/ucla-mindful/id1459128935?ls=1
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UCLA is fortunate to have the Mindful Awareness Research Center, also known as MARC, which conducts research on mindfulness interventions, especially in health, and also runs a robust educational program on mindfulness. Learning more about mindfulness and meditation can be incredibly helpful for graduate students. Regularly practicing mindfulness meditation can reduce stress, improve focus, as well as other positive well-being outcomes. I encourage you to explore the links in this slide to access the classes, daylong retreats, drop-in meditation, and online resources provided by MARC. 

https://www.uclahealth.org/marc/
https://www.uclahealth.org/marc/classes
https://www.uclahealth.org/marc/day-longs
https://www.uclahealth.org/marc/free-drop-in-meditation
https://www.uclahealth.org/marc/audio
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/ucla-mindful/id1459128935?ls=1


Final Suggestions

• Be proactive about your well-being
• Organization is everything
• Regularly monitor progress
• Look at dissertations in ProQuest
• Learn about the writing process
• Learn about writing in your field
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Here are some final suggestions. Be proactive about your well-being. Try to get enough sleep and to exercise and eat well. While you may have occasional crunch periods, try to cultivate health habits as your baseline.When it comes to writing a thesis or dissertation, organization is everything. Set up good systems for your references, notes, and files. Remember to back up your work on a regular basis.Keep monitoring your progress. Start with a timeline and goals, but then see what you actually do. A big part of writing a dissertation is understanding what steady, sustainable progress looks like. That is what will get you through to the end.



Contact us or stop by

• Email: 
gwc@gsa.asucla.ucla.edu

• Phone:
(310) 267-4805

• Location
https://gwc.gsrc.ucla.edu/Location
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We’ve reached the end of the workshop. Thank you for listening. We hope you will come see us at the Graduate Writing Center. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us. 

https://gwc.gsrc.ucla.edu/Location
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